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We live in a modern world, 

overrun with technology,where 

everything is easier, faster and 

more interactive than in the past, 

but not everything is positive. 

There is something that we are 

losing... our relationships are 

seriously compromised by 

technology. No one wants to play 

outdoors anymore or talk to 

each other.  We use short 

messages , where a lot of 

words are replaced by emojis, 

to communicate. Everyone lives 

in his own virtual world, thus 

losing human contact with 

others.We have lost empathy.

hi, i'm dante, an

italian boy, living

in 2023. I have an

amazing story to

tell you, follow

me!



it's not possibile!

everyone is

concentrated on his

own smartphone, not

looking around at all,

not interested in

anything else!

There should be
something to do!

One day walking along the street of my town...



I'm going to the
park, maybe i'll
find someone
there to play

with or to talk to.

no... there is
nobody
here!

Someone is arriving...

hey Guys,
Let's play
together!

hey!
What

are you
doing?



How is this
possible?
they didn't
see me at

all!

auch,
what a
pain! I'm going

home, i can't
believe it!



hey bro,
what's up? 

finally someone
having fun
without

technological
devices!

Dante sees a skateboarder



Oh my
God!

get
awaaaay! heeEL…

uHEEE 
UHEEE...

urrr... What were
you doing on my

way?

OH NO!OH NO!



Oh my God,
my little

baby!

Please
madam, can i
help you?

Are you ok?

yes, please!
You are very

kind!

Dante is going back home

It's
enough!

I'm going
home!



I can't wait
to play
with my
brother! Hi Bro,

Would you
like to
play

cards?

Mario, Dante's brother, is playing video 
games

mmm... Let
me FINISH
THIS GAME,
i have to

win!



my brother
doesn't want
to play with
me either!

it's your fault
because you

distracted me!

Mario throws his joystick on 
the floor GUAAAAHH... I

have lost the
game!



Dante, discouraged, goes to his mother

Mum please,
do you have
time to play

with me?
shhh... be
quiet! I'm

watching my
favoUrite soap

opera!

What can
What can  

i do?i do?



Hi my dear,
it's nice to
see you! 

hi grandpa, how
are you? i'm
happy to see

you too.
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Dante runs to his 
grandfather, his safe 
haven. 
He lives in the 
countryside.

My grandpa is
the only one

that can
understand

me



why are you so
sad? what's
going on?

Grandpa, i need
to tell you a

story...

how are
you?

I don't
know... 



 IT HAPPENED THAT
one day the sky
turned grey and

gloomy...

suddenly a dazzling light hit
everyone's eyes slowly

imprisoning people’s minds!

Dante recounts the story of his day to his grandpa; he tells him that he misses the wonderful world 
where everyone felt good together and lived peacefully. Now all this is gone! Robotic extraterrestrials  
has started to dominate the world, taking control of every human ability.



Grandpa, I'm desperate! 
I'm sure that everyone around me
is a victim of this extraterrestrial

spell!



we can do nothing
alone, but i assure

you that victory
will be on our side!

bye my dear
grandson

thank you for
listening to me



my Dear grandson,
it was nice to see

you again, take
care!

Dante is going away from his 
grandfather's house

poor boy...  

he feels really bad...  

i have to find a way
to help him!

I have an
I have an  

idea!idea!



Dante's grandfather 

decides to contact his 

trusted friends from 

yesteryear, so he 

sends 5 carrier 

pigeons to 5 different 

countries: 

Greece,Cyprus,Bulgaria,

 Romania and Poland.

I'm sure that
my friends will

help me!

Go, go, my dear
pigeons, fly and track 
my friends, I really

need them here!

The grandfather goes to sleep  
hoping that his messages will reach their destination.



Early in the morning Grandpa hears 
a strange noice at his front door

here wehere we  
are!are!

it's so nice to
see you again
after such a

long time!

The 6 friends get together in a circle and a 
lighting ring appears in front of them.

His dear friends are back!



Six symbols appear from 
the ring: a heart, symbol 
of love; an ear of wheat, 
symbol of the fertility of 
the Earth; a white horse, 
symbol of bravery; a 
mirror, symbol of beauty; 
a sword, symbol of 
strength and the flames 
of a fire, symbol of 
power.

transformation!
transformation!

Union is 
strength!

Dante's grandfather becomes Romulus!

All the others became Demetra, Krali Marco, Prince Charming, Aphrodite and the 
Dragon



My grandson is desperate
because in this world People
are prisoners of technology

Together we 
have a chance to 
save the world!

we must bring humanity back TO 
Pursue the true values of life,

healthy relationships and
freedom. 

The 6 Heroes decide to go down Town to see this 
modern world.

Oh my God, the
situation is out

of control!



Aphrodite casts a spell on the members of the 
group, making them fall in love with each other.

Meanwhile Krali Marco realises that a stroller 
with a sitting child inside is overturning due to 
the impact with a skateboard; together with 
Prince Charming, advised by the latter’s white 
horse, he grabs the child on the fly and places 
him in his mother’s arms.

Suddenly, thanks to their magical 

powers, they go back in time and see 

the events experienced by Dante, 

Romulus' grandson. 

They find themselves at the park 

and see how the grandson was 

overwhelmed by the boys who were 

focused on watching their 

SMARTphones AND immediately the 

heroes try to stop the boy's fall.

Suddenly Demeter and Dragon 
find themselves inside the 
house and witness a sad scene.

The power of love! 
let love enter 
your hearts!

It's time to make
video games
disappear!



At this point, Romulus goes to his daughter, 
Dante’s mother, grabs her with loving force and 
leads her to that garden.

Dragon spits fire and eliminates the devices. In the meanwhile, Demeter grows a lush garden 
immersed in fresh air and tranquillity in the 
room. This becomes  a privileged place to play 
with friends and siblings.

Fire on
the

devices! Flowers in
place of
devices

My
daughter,
come with
me, I have
to show

you
something
special!

Oh... my
children are

playing
together
happily!



spending time together outdoors
and sharing moments is the essence

of life!

My dear Grandson, This is my present for you.
in this parchment there are the rules to live
well in this modern world. You can spread it

among the people!



The heroes have accomplished their task.

The world really needs
heroes like you! Thank you
very much, you have left

an indelible mark! 



the end
the end


